To build English language skills, the following resources are a great place to begin…

Word Mastery and Vocabulary Building

Short List of Suggested Resources for Middle & High School Students
By Erin M. Brown, MA, MFA
aka author EB Conroy/Erin Brown Conroy

Books
Word Mastery Skill Building Series (available on Amazon)

Each book in this series covers 12 weeks of learning (one semester), with five days a week of lessons,
with two brief pages of short-answer work per day. Students are asked to complete brief critical thinking
answers and short writing, and each day covers prefixes, Greek and Latin roots (and words using the
roots), homonyms, homophones, easily confused words, new vocabulary words, famous persons’
quotes, and more. Students also compose (write) sentences using the words, for memory. Books 1 and 5
are available in June; Books 2-4 and 6-10 will be published every two weeks over the summer of 2022.

Wordly Wise Series (available at Christianbook.com)

This series begins at kindergarten and goes through 12th grade; however, because the lessons are text
heavy and more of a “horse-pill-sized vitamin,” I only recommend the series for middle and high school
students—and recommend splitting the lessons across many days. Pages include vocabulary lists,
reading comprehension, and fill-in-the-blanks for meaning.

Apps
* Word of the Day (Android, iPhone, iPad)
* Vocabulary.com (Android)
* Words with Friends (Android, iPhone, iPad)
* Quizlet (Android, iPhone, iPad)

Websites
* Dictionary.com – Includes a “Word of the Day” (sent to your email box), word lists, grammar help,
and games

* YourDictionary.com – Includes a thesaurus and sentence examples
* Thesauraus.com – Includes “Word of the Day,” “Synonym of the Day,” games, and word lists
* Vocabularly.com – Includes vocabulary lists and test prep
* Quizlet – Includes online flashcards and games for specific subjects
Highly Recommend (fits what the session discussed today)…

Word Mastery Skill Building Book 5 is available on Amazon, to help your student master vocabulary, Greek and
Latin roots, prefixes, homonyms, homophones, easily confused words, and more.
Get this book if you want the easiest way to get rid of common
word mistakes, build your vocabulary, communicate well with
others, and raise your word mastery.

With simple, easy-to-follow pages, you can…
* Complete a short “lesson” a day, five days a week, for 12 weeks
* Use the easy fill-ins with bite-sized specialty learning
* Apply it right away, using fast, short writing bits
* Spread out the most important ideas you need to learn —
in a way that youʼll remember and use it all
Perfect for School…
* Use the complete series in any middle and high school classroom
* Use all the books at home as simple, easy-to-complete workbooks with homeschooling
* Help your English as a Second Language (ESL) student
* Use with students who struggle and confuse words, to get back on track
* Use as an at-home, after-school addition, to get your student ahead
* Help your student avoid common mistakes and learn how to speak and write more
clearly

Book 5

Word Mastery Skill Building - Book 5

Word Mastery Skill Building™ books are the ultimate vocabulary and word mastery guides to
mastering smooth, upper-level writing and speaking.

Word Mastery
Skill Building™
Your Ultimate Guide to Mastering Words

Great for Adults…
* Avoid “looking dumb” by learning correct usage
* Finally master those tough words that have always stumped you before
* Improve your English as a Second Language skills
* Up your ability to clearly communicate with the just-right word

Book 5

If you want to improve your English language mastery…
this easy-to-use series is for you.

Erin is the Creator-Director of True North Reading, a hands-on, sound-based learn-toread program online for ages 2 to 15 (truenorthreading.com); the True North Book
Club, with online recorded and live book clubs for kids ages 4 through teens
(truenorthbookclub.com); and the Aquinas Writing Advantage complete online writing program, with both
recorded and LIVE classes for teens and the largest faith-based fiction writing program worldwide
(aquinaswritingadvantage.com). You can find all of Erinʼs books (including all the books in this series, EB
Conroyʼs Simplified Vocabulary Guide, and the popular Simplified Writing 101:
Top Secrets for College Success) on Amazon. Erin, who homeschooled 10 of her
children (now adults) lives in Michigan, USA, where she can be found drinking
coffee, walking her collies, and (of course) writing both nonfiction and fiction
books for you. Visit erinbrownconroy.blog for more.

This book is part of a complete series.
Get all the books at Amazon.com today!

Erin M. Brown, MA, MFA

Erin M. Brown, MA, MFA (aka EB Conroy/Erin Brown Conroy), is the author of dozens
of books and workbooks; hundreds of online courses for preschool through university
students; thousands of curricula pages; and entire programs for writing, reading,
spelling, and learning the English language. She has a masterʼs degree in writing (MFA),
a masterʼs in a rehabilitation field (MA), and bachelorʼs in education (BM). Creating
curricula for over 25 years, Erin has taught and developed multiple courses and
curricula—all focused on writing, research, communications, critical thinking, and
leadership—at several universities. For over 30 years, Erin has been training teachers,
speaking at conferences, and helping people enjoy learning new ideas.
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